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National evaluation of Fulfilling Lives carried out by:

The Fulfilling Lives programme
• Aims to change lives, change systems and involve
beneficiaries
• National Lottery Community Fund investment in 12
areas over 8 years
• Partnerships have worked with over 4,000 people

Multiple disadvantage
Two or more of:
• homelessness
• substance misuse
• offending, and
• mental ill-health

Multiple disadvantage and offending
• Multiple disadvantage tends
to be linked to persistent,
low-level offending and
short sentences
• Prison experience is linked
with worse outcomes for
Fulfilling Lives beneficiaries

Release day
• A lack of preparation
• Lots of things to do on day
of release and not enough
time to do them
• A lack of finances
• Limited positive support
networks

Accommodation challenges
• Finding suitable
accommodation is the biggest
challenge
• Referral to housing does not
mean a place to stay on
release
• Hostels can be unsuitable
• Particular challenge for women

I went straight back to drugs to be honest. The
day I got out I went to see [my support
worker] and then I thought that day would
have been all sorted out, you know like, go see
my house, move in... I had nowhere to stay so
I ended up staying at another user's house,
the only place I could find.
Male with lived experience

Good practice in supporting prison
release
• Liaison between community
and prison staff prior to
release
• Involving the prison leaver in
decision-making
• Meeting people at the gate
when they are released

This needs…
• Knowledge of and relationship building with agencies
and prisons
• Information sharing initiatives
• Small caseloads giving time for release day support
• Realistic expectations of success
• Understanding of and tailored response to women’s
needs
• Staff with lived experience / peer support

The importance of lived experience
• Support workers with lived
experience of prison
demonstrate that recovery
and desistence is possible
• Peer support should be part
of the release process

Women-specific support
• Specific women’s services have developed to meet
the differing needs of women
• Particular support needed for those with children
and/or experience of domestic violence
• Gender-specific, safe accommodation with
wraparound support needed
• Work with social care to maintain contact with
children

But challenges remain
• Avoidance of negative networks on release is difficult
to control but crucial to desistance
• Time in prison is a ‘window of opportunity’ to
encourage change: support needs to be in place for
prison leavers to capitalise on this
• Ongoing support beyond release day can help meet
logistical and emotional demands of readjustment

I’d say this is probably the best chance I’ve
ever had at [staying out of prison], I can’t
think what I’d want more… but it’s not easy.
I needed a bit of stability, and that’s what
they’ve helped me get.
Male with lived experience

Lead Worker
Peer Mentor Service
– Birmingham
Prison transitions

Christine Grover – Former Lead Worker and current Team Leader
for Peer Mentor Services at Shelter
Earl Salter – Former Peer Mentor and current STR Worker for the
Prison Liaison Service
Sameer Iqbal – First Liaison and Diversion Peer Mentor and current
STR Worker for the Prison Liaison Service

Lead Worker

Peer Mentor

What was the LWPM
Service?
• Ran from January 2015 – June 2019
• The target was to support 156 clients,
however 323 clients were actually
supported throughout the duration
of the LWPM Service
• Flexible, non-time limited support
with no exclusions
• Coordinated a bespoke support
package for the client

Impact
1. Cost benefit analysis of
LWPM service

SAVED £2.1 M
The largest impact came from the reduction in
criminal convictions (equivalent to £2.1 million in
reduced expenditure)

2. Peer Mentors working within
the Criminal Justice System
Partnership between the Birmingham Liaison and
Diversion Service and Shelter

How?

• The value of lived experience peer mentors/support
staff to help prison leavers navigate the transition
back into the community

Earl –
My journey

• Lived experience has its own limitations and is not a
magic wand but with lived experience we hope to
plant a seed of hope that change is possible
• Lived experience peer mentors/support workers can
help prison leavers navigate their way through the
services they may come into contact with
• The importance of being able to draw upon the
expertise of the professionals.

• The importance of collaboration
– my experiences of working in
partnership with the NHS
• The development of the Prison
Liaison Pathway
• Lived experience roles in the NHS
• Next steps and the Reconnect
Pilot.

Sameer –
My journey

Resources
Christine Grover - Team Leader at Shelter for Peer Mentor Services Christine_Grover@shelter.org.uk
Earl Salter - Support Time Recovery Worker for the Prison Liaison Team earl.salter@nhs.net
Sameer Iqbal - Support Time Recovery Worker for the Prison Liaison Team sameer.iqbal@nhs.net
1. Lead Worker Peer Mentor Evaluation https://changingfuturesbham.co.uk/our-work/lwpm-continuation-strategy/
2. NHS England Liaison and Diversion peer support: A review of Pathfinder sites http://www.revolvingdoors.org.uk/file/2419/download?token=nrCBf3x2
3. Reconnect Programme https://www.england.nhs.uk/ltphimenu/wider-social-impact/reconnect-care-after-custody/
4. For more information on the Peer Mentor role, there is a podcast series hosted by two former peer mentors which can be
found at https://makingchangestudios.com/health-education-podcasts

An Improbable Journey from Stoke-on-Trent
Lee Dale
Sharon Sharman

Stoke-on-Trent Community of Practice
Prison Release
• Monthly sessions July 2020-December 2020
• Exploring lived experiences from experts, frontline
staff, management and strategic leads
• Sharing positive practice; ‘What Works Well’
• Session summaries form final report of series with
recommendations for
Frontline staff
Management
Strategic Leads
Commissioner Workforce
Development Leads
No Name, No Blame, No Shame

Sharing Real Experiences
in a safe environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case Studies
Presentations
Dilemmas
Achievements
Evaluations
Examples of ‘What Works Well and Why”
Identify what needs to happen to create positive change

Everyone's experiences are valued

Outcomes – Impact
Short term

Medium term

Long term

Rapid action for customers

Behaviours and attitudes

Culture change

Real time Learning

New ways of working

Procedure and Policy Review

Awareness

Better informed decision –making

Contribution to systems change

Knowledge and skills

Social action

Established learning community

Motivation and aspirations

Toolkits

Confidence

Reports and Best Practice Guidance

Co produced and evidenced based
support for Commissioners and
organisational leads

Understanding

CPD

Language

Engagement

Networking

Defining : system vs. practice
barriers

The Conversation and Communication
Continues
• VOICES Legacy Project: Prison Discharge
• VOICES / CAB pilot: supporting staff in the prison release pathway
to improve knowledge, skills and confidence in supporting people
leaving prison to access correct welfare benefits – highlights
barriers , gaps and difficulties; shares the learning

• Developed ‘An Improbable journey’ Case Study to raise awareness
and continue the conversation

From Conversation to Coproduction

Discharge grant to increase for the first time in 25 years
65% increase
The discharge grant – a one-off payment given to prison leavers at the
gate – will increase from £46 to £76
Announced by Secretary of State for Justice Robert Buckland on Thursday
May 20th, 2021.

The change will come into effect this summer and the grant will increase
in line with inflation every year until 2024/25. This will be first time the
payment has gone up since 1996.

https://switchback.org.uk/discharge –grant-increase-prison/

Method
Members of the VOICES team explored the physical journey of Jack’s release from the prison gate
by researching different modes of transport that Jack could use as options to enable him to follow
his prison release plan. Timetables of public transport were accessed along with drive times
calculated using Google directions and taxi fares.

Customer Background
• no fixed abode
• no welfare benefits
• substance misuse support needs
• compulsory appointment with the probation service

Jack’s Prison Release Plan
The day before Jack’s release from prison he was provided with this ‘plan’, or rather,
appointment schedule – all to be completed on the day of release.

Jacks Journey by Public Transport

Impact:
No accommodation or welfare benefits
No substance misuse support
No engagement with probation service
Travelled 7 hours: 0 out of 6 appointments attended

Jacks Journey by car with support worker

Impact:
No accommodation
Awaiting welfare benefits
Engaged with substance misuse support
No engagement with probation service
Travelled several hours: 4 out of 6 appointments attended

Jacks Journey by Taxi

Timings similar to car journey with support worker, - does not include time spent calling / waiting for taxis

Jacks Journey by Taxi

Assumes:
• Jack has a telephone with credit and is charged
• Jack has contact numbers for local taxi companies
• There is no waiting time between taxi journeys
• There are no travel delays that increase cost.

Discharge Grant of £46 does not cover the cost of journey by taxi and leaves no change

From Practical to Human Considerations
Back to back 1 hour appointments left no time
for Jack to

• Pause to take in the ‘outside world’
• To discuss worries, concerns and plans with
support worker
• Take ‘bathroom breaks’
• Stop to eat or drink
• De-brief after appointment before moving
to the next
• Purchase new or change his clothes
• Contact any family, friends or support.

Lived Experiences
Team members at VOICES who worked on this case study shared their experiences, describing how they felt
throughout the ‘virtual day’.
“ When I was working through the journey
times for each stage I felt ‘panicky’ that I
wouldn’t get to the next place in time, I
actually felt really anxious. At the end I felt
very disheartened; I tried my best but
couldn’t do it.”

“ I’m very sad; thinking of Jack trying all day
long, backwards and forwards between the
towns on a ‘conveyer belt of repetitive
questions’, and at the end of the day he’s
achieved nothing – there must be no
motivation left”

“I felt angry knowing that this was an
impossible plan, clearly it sets Jack up to fail”

“ Jack has been released – this means he has
served his time, he has complied, yet he is
treated like this: it’s like another prison
sentence only worse – at least you get time
to eat in prison.”

“ It’s frustrating, it can’t be done. It’s no
wonder people go back to prison – I
wouldn’t be able to do that in a day.”

At the End of the Day
Jack
• Has nowhere to stay
• Left prison with £46 and still needs to buy food
• Is not motivated, having achieved little in relation to his recovery plan
• Local hostels are likely full, and he cannot afford bed and breakfast accommodation
• Has missed his appointment with the probation service and there may be consequences.
Services are now closed; he is on the streets; he has no telephone so cannot contact family or friends

If this is Friday, Jack will need to survive through the weekend until he can re-present for support.
Jack’s options – NOT choices – are:
• Return to rough-sleeping and ‘manage’ on what is left of the £46
• Try to find ‘old mates’ / past ‘acquaintances’ – putting him at risk of recidivism
• Commit a crime to return to custody and prison.

What did Jack do?
Following this prison release
Jack did return to roughsleeping and, within a few
weeks,
had
committed
crimes that resulted in a
further prison sentence; this,
in VOICES experiences, is not
an isolated case.

A well-designed release plan should be both trauma and psychologically informed

Not a tick-boxing exercise!

Be the difference between sustained prison release and recidivism

Stoke-on-Trent
Multi-agency Referral Group
MaRG

Stoke-on-Trent MaRG
Multi-agency Referral Group
• A group of professionals from public and voluntary sector agencies that work together to
overcome barriers where people and families in severe difficulty have become ‘stuck’ or there is a
sense that ‘nothing is working’
• People in this situation are often experiencing complex presentations relating to combinations of
poverty, homelessness, poor physical and mental health, domestic abuse, addiction, severe
hoarding, and anti-social or offending behaviours
• In these situations, it is even more important for professionals to cooperate fully despite
uncertainty.

VOICES Legacy project: Embed the Multi-agency Referral Group

Stoke-on-Trent MaRG
Why Does it Exist?
• The MaRG brings services and agencies together to share responsibility for
responding to people that appear to have become stuck and where perception of
risk may be escalating to become unacceptably high
• The emphasis is upon collaboration and flexible responses, drawing on the
resources and expertise from across the public and voluntary sector
• What is being promoted is a whole system response rather than individual
services.

It’s a System Issue, not a ‘Person’s Problem’ and not a ‘Problem Person’
Shared Responsibilities, Shared Resources, Shared Learning

MaRG
Relationship with Community of Practice

The MaRG informs the CoP about common or regular themes for discussion “sticky
issues”
The CoP informs the MaRG with recommendations to put forward to strategic
groups, commissioners and workforce development leads.

Ongoing and Continuous Cycle of Learning, Development and Change

MaRG
Learning Adaptive System
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PRACTICE

HOMELESSNESS
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COMMISSIONING
SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONS TO THE SYSTEM

REPORTS
(E.G.
SCRUTINY)

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

CLARIFICATION
S OF
EXPECTATIONS

EXISTING SYSTEM

The Prison Leavers
Project
Robyn Casey and Lauren Withall, Ministry of Justice

Prison Leavers Project
• Phase 1 of the project developed our problem
diagnosis, bringing together a range of organisations
to develop joint ownership and a shared
understanding of the issues facing prison leavers.
• A bid was submitted to the Shared Outcomes
Fund in January 2020, seeking £20m to move into
Phase 2 of the project. This sees the project shift
into developing innovative, systems-led solution to be
tested and implemented over a three-year period.

Many offenders struggle
to reintegrate into society on
release from prison: almost 88% of
offenders are not in work six
months postrelease* and homelessness rates ar
e persistently high, increasing
the risk of reoffending.

• In July 2020, we received approval for this bid and
have been working to implement the proposals set out
in the bid.
* Employment Status at Six Weeks after Release from Custody: National Employment Circumstances, England and Wales, Apr18-Mar20
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/904936/employment-201920.ods

Prison Leavers Project
Through the Prison Leavers Project we aim to reduce crime and the damage it causes to society. We
know that reintegration into society plays a big part in a former prisoner’s desistance from crime.
The Prison Leavers Project will focus on piloting new ways to achieve this.

The key principles:
Co-design
We want the end users of
services to be integral to the
development and design of
any new initiatives.

System-led approach
We are taking a collaborative
approach, bringing in players
from the entire system to
address a shared challenge.

Innovate
We are creating the
space to rapidly test and
explore genuinely new
ideas.

Evaluate
We are discovering ‘work
works’ and identifying
where this has potential
to scale.

Findings from Discovery Phase

The Prison Leavers Project
The Prison Leavers Project will develop innovative, scalable interventions
centred on the service user and aim to generate genuinely new ideas.
We aim to build robust evidence around what works to tackle crime
and reduce reoffending through our evaluation. The project itself is
comprised of three different strands:
• Cross-sector Service Communities

• Prison Leavers Innovation Challenge
• Local Leadership and Integration Fund

Service Communities
Our ‘Service Communities’ are national, cross-sector teams, bringing together stakeholders
from across the system.
• Teams will focus on four key areas:
•
•
•
•

Day of Release
Health and Wellbeing
Community and Relationships
Employability and Skills.

• Each team will conduct an in-depth ‘discovery’ for
their area to understand the challenges, before
codesigning potential solutions with stakeholders, and
prototyping a selection of these.
• Over time each team will refine and iterate their
solutions, ultimately scaling the most promising ones
into a full pilot.

Each Service Community will receive
up to £1m to develop, test and pilot
their ideas.
Teams will be in post for
approximately two years.
All team members are seconded or
loaned from OGDs, ALBs, local
government or the third sector. They
will continue to work part-time with
their ‘home organisation’.

Prison Leavers Innovation Challenge (PLIC)
The PLIC aims to stimulate, incubate and test innovative solutions from tech start-ups
and SMEs.

• The PLIC will work closely with our four
Service Communities to generate and test
new solutions that could transform outcomes
for prison leavers.
• We are doing this by setting tech SMEs and
start-ups a series of ‘challenge statements’ –
clearly defined challenges that we invite
them to solve.

Up to four SMEs selected at the final
stage of the Innovation Challenge will
receive:

• Up to £350,000 to develop and
implement their pilot
• Business support from our delivery
partner, including legal and
financial advice, mentorship and
training.
• Support from a Service Community

Local Leadership & Integration Fund (LLIF)
• The Local Leadership and Integration Fund will
respond to the highly localised nature of the
challenges that people can face on leaving prison, and
improve join-up in services.
• This new grant fund will provide funding and
support to empower local leaders and agencies to find
innovative ways to work together towards their shared
outcomes.
• Local agencies and organisations are invited to make
joint proposals with a range of partners, to test an idea
that would improve the support to prison leavers in
their local area.

We expect to fund up to around 20
local initiatives, depending on the
scale and ambition of the
proposals. Bids will be capped at
£1m.

There will be two rounds of bids,
with funds released in June 2021
and November 2021.

Evaluation of Project
We are building evaluation into the project at every stage and will be evaluating its impact
across three levels:

Evaluation Level

What is being assessed?

Level 1 – Pilot interventions (PLIC, LLIF and
Service Communities)

• How effectively have interventions been
implemented
• What change there has been in intended
outcomes

Level 2 – Project strands

• Effectiveness of different ways of working
in each strand.

Level 3 – Programme level

• Contribution of PLP to overarching
outcomes e.g. systems leadership

Follow us on Twitter @FLevaluation
#seethefullpicture
Keep up to date with the national evaluation at
https://www.fulfillinglivesevaluation.org

Sign up for our quarterly newsletter at
https://www.fulfillinglivesevaluation.org/sign-up/

Beth Collinson

b.collinson@sheffield.ac.uk

